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Statement of the Issue
Should the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (Commission) change its decision on any of
the issues in its January 3, 1997 ORDER ESTABLISHING ENVIRONMENTAL COST
VALUES?

Relevant Documents *
Staff Briefing Papers for the September 16, 17, and 19, 1996 Meetings
Legal Memorandum for the September 16, 17, and 19, 1996 Meetings
Deliberation Outines for the September 16, 17, and 19, 1996 Meetings
ORDER ESTABLISHING ENVIRONMENTAL COST VALUES, issued January 3, 1997 #431
Application for Rehearing of the State ofNorth Dakota, filed January 14, 1997
#433
Petition for Reconsideration ofthe MPCA, filed January 21, 1997
#434
DPS Response to the Application for Rehearing ofNorth Dakota, filed January 21, 1997 . . #435
Motion for Reconsideration and Rehearing of Otter Tail, filed January 22, 1997
#436
Petition for Rehearing and Reconsideration of Dairyland, filed January 22, 1997
#437
Petition for Rehearing and Reconsideration of the Cooperatives, filed January 22, 1997 . . . #438
Motion for Reconsideration of NSP, filed January 22,1997
#439
Motion for Reconsideration of the Natural Gas Utilities, filed January 23, 1997
#440
Motion for Reconsideration of Western Fuels Association, Inc., filed January 23, 1997 #428,441
Request for Reconsideration of Minnesota Power, filed January 23, 1997
#442
Petition for Rehearing of the Lignite Energy Council, filed Janaury 23, 1997
#443
Request for Reconsideration and/or Clarification of the DPS, filed January 23, 1997
#444
Petition for Reconsideration of CEED, filed Janaury 23, 1997
#445
Petition for Reconsideration of the Office of Attorney General, filed January 23, 1997 . . . . #446
LEC/North Dakota Joint Response to MPCA's Petition and Other Petitions Challenging the 200
Mile Limit, filed January 27, 1997
#447
Environmental Coalition Response to Requests for Reconsideration and Rehearing, filed January
27,1997
#448
DPS Response to MPCA's Petition for Reconsideration, filed January 27, 1997
#449
MPCA's Answer to Petitions for Reconsideration of Multiple Parties, filed Jan. 31, 1997 . . #451
DPS Response to Petitions for Reconsideration of CEED, the Cooperatives, Dairyland, LEC,
Minnesota Power, NSP, Otter Tail, and Western Fuels, filed January 31, 1997
#452
MP's Answer to Petitions for Reconsideration and Clarification, filed February 3, 1997
#455
North Dakota's Response to the Natural Gas Utilities, filed February 3, 1997
#456
NSP's Answer to Motions for Reconsideration and Rehearing, filed February 3, 1997
#457
Office of Attorney General's Reply to Petitions for Reconsideration, filed Feb. 3, 1997
#458
Dairyland Motion for Permission to File Reply to the Department of Public Service Response to
the Petition for Rehearing and Reconsideration Filed by Dairyland, filed Feb. 10, 1997 . . . . #459
*Also relevant are the documents referred to or listed in Appendix C of the Staff Briefing Papers
for the meetings on September 16, 17, and 19, 1996.
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Background Information
On January 3, 1997, the Commission issued its ORDER ESTABLISHING ENVIRONMENTAL
COST VALUES in this proceeding.
Petitions/requests/applications for reconsideration and/or rehearing were received from the
bllowing parties on the indicated dates:
State ofNorth Dakota (North Dakota), January 14, 1997
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA), January 21, 1997
Otter Tail Power Company (Otter Tail), January 22, 1997
Dairyland Power Cooperative (Dairyland), January 22, 1997
Cooperative Power Association, Minnkota Power Cooperative, and United Power
Association (the Cooperatives), January 22, 1997
Northern States Power Company (NSP), January 22, 1997
Minnegasco and Peoples Natural Gas Company (the Natural Gas Utilities), January 23,
1997
Western Fuels Association, Inc. (Western Fuels or WFA), January 23, 1997
Minnesota Power (MP), January 23, 1997
Lignite Energy Council (LEC), January 23, 1997
Department of Public Service (the Department or DPS), January 23, 1997
Center for Energy & Economic Development (CEED), January 23, 1997
Office ofthe Attorney General's Residential Utilities Division (RUD-OAG), January 23,
1997
Answers were submitted by the following parties on the indicated dates:
The Department (to North Dakota), January 21, 1997
LEC/North Dakota (to MPCA and Other Petitions Challenging the 200 Mile Limit),
January 27, 1997
Environmental Coalition, January 27, 1997
The Department (to MPCA), January 27, 1997
The MPCA, January 31, 1997
The Department (to CEED, the Cooperatives, Dairyland, LEC, Minnesota Power, NSP,
Otter Tail and Western Fuels), January 31, 1997
Minnesota Power, February 3, 1997
North Dakota (to the Natural Gas Utilities), February 3, 1997
NSP, February 3, 1997
RUD-OAG, February 3, 1997
On February 10, subsequent to the deadline for filing answers, Dairyland filed a Motion for
Permission to File Reply to the Department of Public Service Response to the Petition for
Rehearing and Reconsideration Filed by Dairyland Power Cooperative. Dairyland included a
two-page reply to the Department's answer.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

No^h Dakota indicated that its ^
issues on any cross-appeai in the event the 200-miiehmit is chaiienged in
First, No^h Dakota argued that the Commission exceeded its statutory
violated theU.S.Constitutionhy regulating out-of-state''eiectricityg
Regardingthe
Supremacy Clause, North Dakota argued that: (l)the Federal Power Act, as amended hy
subsequent acts, preempts application ofenvironmental costs to ^the transmission of electrici^^
in interstate commerce and to the sale of electric energy at wholesale in interstate commerces
and^theCleanAirActdoesnotallowonestateto set permit standards or to otherwise regulate
air emissions fromapoint source in another state.
Regarding the Commerce Clause, North Dakota indicated that: ( l ) i t does not allow the
Commission to directly regulate interstate conm^ercehy establishing environmental cost
for outofstate generation facilities which transmit and sell electric energy in interstate
commerce,^if applied to interstate transmissions, the environmental cost values will cr^^^
inconsistent regulation,^the Environmental Cost Statute and the values established thereund^^
are discriminatory in purpose and in practical ef^ct in interstate conm^erce,and(4) the bur^
placed by the Environmental Cost Statute on interstate commerce is clearly excessive in relation
to any putative local benefits ofthe statute.
Regarding due process, North Dakota indicated that establishingavalue for carbon dioxide based
ona^leadership''rationale ratherthan legitimate governmental objectives v i o ^
due process.
Regarding state^urisdiction. North Dakota indicated that Minnesota's^ur^
environmental cost values does not extend beyond its borders.
North Dakota argued that the values established by the Commission do not fulfill the
requirementsofMinnStat^216E.2422, subd 3(a) North Dakota argued thatavalue for
carbon dioxide based on "leadership" is not an environmental cost under the statutue., that the
Commission failed to establish an environmental cost fbr^each" method of generation, and that
the statute limits the Commission's^
costs only within Minnesota.
North Dakota stated thatthe values adopted by the Commission for outofstate generation are
unsupported by substantial evidence, taking the entire record asawhole.
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Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA)
The MPCA requested that the Commission strike footnote six from its Order and add language
clarifying that costs associated with carbon dioxide are to be considered regardless of where
those emissions occur.
The MPCA argued that, since the Commission has found it practicable to quantify carbon
dioxide costs, wherever they originate, the statute does not allow it to now exclude a substantial
portion of those costs solely because they originate more than 200 miles away. The MPCA
added that the Commission, in its Order, did not distinguish between the practicability of
quantifying local and distant emissions, nor could it, since they are quantified in the same way
and have equal impact on Minnesota's environment. The MPCA pointed out that, in contrast, the
Commission found that emissions of pollutants other than carbon dioxide cannot be practicably
quantified if they originate more than 200 miles away, providing a statutory basis for their
exclusion from quantification.
The MPCA argued that the exclusion of distant C0 costs is arbitrary and capricious and wholly
unsupported by the record, and therefore the exclusion constitutes reversible error. According to
the MPCA, the exclusion was raised by no party, giving the parties no opportunity to comment
upon it. The MPCA indicated that excluding CO? emissions also deviates from the ALJ's
recommendation without record explanation and is therefore arbitrary and capricious. The
MPCA added that C0 is not like other pollutants because of its global impact, and, as a result, it
is not inappropriate for the Commission to treat it differently, as the Commission has done with
SOi
2

2

Finally, the MPCA argued that extension of the 200-mile exclusion to C0 costs was not
deliberated or voted upon in an open meeting, violating basic concepts of due process and the
open meetings law. According to the MPCA, the ALJ recommended applying the 200-mile
exclusion only to non-C0 pollutants, distinguishing C0 based on its global rather than regional
or local impact. The MPCA added that extending the application of the 200-mile exclusion to
C0 was never even suggested in the Commission's deliberations.
2

2

2

2

Otter Tail Power Company (Otter Tail)
Otter Tail asked the Commission to modify its Order and find that it is not practicable to
establish and quantify a range of environmental costs for criteria pollutants and carbon dioxide.
In support of its request, Otter Tail made the following points:
•

The Order's finding with respect to the burden of proof used in administrative hearings is
contrary to law. According to Otter Tail, contrary to the Order, parties opposed to
environmental cost values were under no legal burden to put forth "evidence with a
greater weight of evidence demonstrating the incorrectness of or impracticability of

^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^

adopting the proposed valueB' OtterTaitargnedthatthe burden at atitimes was onthe
parties proposing the values.
^

The ending in the Orderthatthe National Ambient Air Quahty S t a n d s
not refreet the latest seientifre information because theU^EnvironmentalProt^^
Agency (EPA) has on occasion fallen behind in updating the NAAQS is clearly
erroneous, arbitrary^capricious, and representative of the Commission's will rather than
its^udgment. CtterTail stated that several witnesses, including those from the MPCA
andTriangle Economic Research (TER), admitted that the NAAQS do reflect the latest
scientifrc knowledge on the subject.

^

There is no evidence in the record that emissions ofSC ,NC , and PM^ are causing
adverse health or environmental effects at levels belowthe current NAAQS. Therefore,
no externality values should be established fbrthem.

^

p^r the reasons given by several ofthe other parties, the Commission should reconsider
and grant rehearing on the Order's findings with respect to CC^ The Order's ending, for
nothing other than administrative ease, thataunit emission of C0 which originates 200
miles outside ofMinnesota's border causes no damage in Minnesota,whereasaunit
emission inside the 200-mile limit causes damage in Minnesota, is arbitrary and
capricious.

2

2

2

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ )

Dairyland requested rehearing and reconsideration ofthe portions ofthe Order which differ
or do not adopt the arguments or positions previously asserted by the cooperative. Specifically,
Dairyland argued thatthe Commission should rectify the problems indicated by the ^
arguments:
^

The Order improperly concludes that constitutional challenges "as applied" will not be
ripe for consideration until the Commission takes further action. According to Dairyland,
the Orderrequires utilities to prepare resource plans using both the high and low ends of
the range ofvalues established, and that fact creates constitutional violations''as apph^
beforearesource plan proceeding is even commenced. Since Dairyland isamultistate
utility also sub^ectto the requirements ofthe Rural Utilities Service, it w^^^
costly,andburdensomefbrthecooperativetocomplywiththe Commission's Order and
also accommodate possible externality value requirements ofother regulatory agencies.
The Order constitutes an impermissible burden on interstate commerce when applied to
multi-state utilities and also violates the principle of comity between states by ^
take into account the resource planning requirements of other states.

^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

^

Theorde^^uretoe^abhsh^oasthelowendof^
which cost values were estabhsh^
Ccmmissicu's September 16-19,1996 meetings. The Order should he amended tc set
^ero as the low end ofthe ranges ofenvironmental cost values.

^

The Order erred in adopting an extremely narrow definition ofthe term "practicable."
The Order's interpretation ignores the language of the statute,which requires the
Commission not only to determine whether quantifying environmental costs is
p r a ^ a b ^ hut also to consider whether establishing environmental cost values to be
used in resource planning is also practicable.

^

The Order erred in setting cost values fbr emissions from generating plants outside the
borders ofMinnesota. The Minnesota Commission has no jurisdiction to regulate beyond
the borders ofthe state ftsattempttodosoviolatesthe Commerce Clause and principles
of comity.

^

The Order erred in setting values for pollutants already subject to the NAAQS. EPAis
required by statute to consider current scientific data in setting the NAAQS, contrary to
statements in the Order. EPAhasadutyto continually review current scientific
information.

^

The Commission should not have adoptedarange of cost values for C0 . The
establishment ofvalues is not supported by evidence in the current record. The
establishment of values is not rationally related to the purpose of this proceeding,which
is to quantify environmental costs in Minnesota caused by electricity generation. The
reduction of C0 emissions will have little,if any,documented effect on Minnesota's
environment.
2

2

^

The Order requires utilities to explain in their resource plan filings how they considered
mercury emissions. Sucharequirementgoesbeyondthe scope of this proceeding (i.e.,to
quantify and establish enviromental costs to the extent practicable).

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

The Cooperatives asked the Commission to rehear and reconsider its Order in several areas.
Specify,the Cooperatives made the following arguments with respect to those areas:
^

Toavoidconfusioninfutureproceedings, the Commission should clearly state that it has
selecteditsenvironmentalcostvaluesforuse in future resource planning inamanner
consistent with commonly accepted economic principles. Economic internalization ofan
environmental cost is not the same as the elimination of environmental damages, f n
addition, economic theory holds that an environmental cost should not impose an adder
ontopofacostwhichhasalreadybeenintemali^edbecause society is negatively
benefited since it has to pay for the cost twice.

^

^

^

^

B

^

^

^

^

The Commi^ion should modify hs Order so tha^
of euviroumeutaleosf values, lueluslouofadlreeteost analysis will uot provide the
same result as the iuelusiouof^ero within the range. The Commission should retain for
itselfthe flexibility to consider future changes whieh may internalize environment
costs Partial or full internalization would lead toadouhle-counting of costs with the use
ofthe chosen ranges. If^ero is not included in the range, the Commission will have to
initiateaproceeding everytime an internalization occurs, fn addition, the Commission
should clarify its Order to allow utilities to look at scenarios with no environmental costs
in the competitive bidding process.

^

The Conm^ission should modify its Ordering Paragraphs to include its finding that S0
damages will be internalized after year 2000 and, therefore, applying an environmental
cost value affer that date would be unwarranted.

^

The Commission should modify its Order to find that, to the extent they have enacted
controls and taken other actions to comply with the NAAQS, utilities have interna
the cost ofthe criteria emissions. The primary air quality standards are Intended to
protect public health with an adequate margin of safety The margin of safety was
included to protect against potential health hazards not yet identified by research The
secondary standards protect the public welfare from any known or anticipated adverse
effects, fn this proceeding, the Commission Is arbitrarily substituting its own hypothesis,
based on one study. The MPCA's failure to consider and evaluate Minnesota's ambient
air quality standards indicates that the MPCA considers the NAAQS adequate fbrthe
protection ofhuman health and the environment

^

All arguments made by the Cooperatives before the Commission, including all
constitutional arguments, will be preserved for the purposes of appeal. The Cooperatives
believethatseveral issues are ripe fbr appeal and that the Conm^ission should consider
them.

^

The Commission should reconsider the adoption ofan environmental cost value for C0
because it cannot be rationally related to the quantification of environmental costs in
Minnesota caused by electricity generation Becausetheadoptionofavalue will not
Impact Minnesota's environment, it will serve no legitimate state purpose Minnesota has
other non-discriminatory means to lead its global CO^frght.

^

Adoption ofan environmental cost value for C0 would violate the Commerce Clause of
theUS Constitution because ofits effect on interstate trade By precluding parties from
offering socioeconomic evidence of the effects of the adoption ofavalue, the ALJ made
it impossible to determine how''leadership''on C0 would affect Minnesota, either
positively or negatively.

2

2

2

2

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

^

Adoption ofan enviro^ent^ cost value for C 0 w ^ ^
theU^Constitntion
2

A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
NSP requested that the Commission clarity its language to state th^^
he usedlnall resource evaluations where externalities are used. NSP also stated that the
evidence does not support the Commission's decision relative to mercury emissions and carhon
dioxide.
In support ofthese hasic positions, NSP made the following arguments:
^

Merely adoptingthetwostepprocedure from the Cf^ERESTABLfSHfNC
E^TERNALITYVALUES is insufficientto ensure thatthe Commissions
followed in all resource selection proceedings, fn an A p r i l s , 1995 Crder, the
Commission rejected the company's request to evaluate proposals using all three
scenarios (i.e.,^eroextemalities,values at the low ends of the ranges, and values at the
high ends ofthe ranges), fn that Crder, the Commission reasoned that Minn. Stat
^f6B2422,suhd.5precluded it from allowing NSP to evaluate hidsusinga^ero
environmental cost value. The Commission should include heroin the ranges ofvalues
and clearly state that the use of ^ero externality values in CrderPoint^is intended to
allow parties to evaluate generation options using an externality value of^ero in all
resource evaluation proceedings, including bidding, certificate ofneed, and competitive
service rider determinations.

^

External economic costs associated with mercury emissions cannot he meaningfully
evaluated in resource selections. It is not appropriate or constructive for parties to debate
mercury impacts in resource evaluations until better information on the valuation of
mercury becomes available and values are established. Further, the proposal to include
mercury values in resource planning should be subject to additional discussion and
briefing, as it was raised for the first time in deliberations NSP concurs with the
Commission's findings in the Crder on page^lthat, as soon as information becomes
available allowing practicable quantification,anew proceeding should be initiated.

^

The Commission should not adopt an externality value for carbon dioxide because the
record shows that it is not practicable to quantify enviromr^ental costs for carbon dioxide.
The TERStudyreliedonheavily bythe Commission forthe criteria pollutants indicated
there is insufficient data to perfbrmacredible damage analysis. The nature ofglobal
warming is suchthatitisnotpossible at this time to express asanumber with any kind of
confidenceafbrecast of damages or the cost of controlling emissions. Further, the
damages attributed to carbon dioxide are not specific to Minnesota. Finally,the record is
repletewithevidenceshowingtheflaws ofthe MPCA's method for determiningaCC
value.
2
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The Natural Gas Utilities
The Natural Gas Utilities limited their petition to a single issue—the Order's 200-mile limitation
on the applicability of the global damage estimate for carbon dioxide. The Natural Gas Utilities
argued that the use of a global damage estimate is factually incompatible with the Order's
geographical limitation on its applicability. According to the Natural Gas Utilities, the language
of the Order could provide certain generation alternatives (i.e., those outside the 200-mile limit)
with an unfair economic advantage during the resource planning process. The Natural Gas
Utilities indicated that the DPS recommendation for a 200-mile limit was meant to be applied to
all emissions other than C0 The Natural Gas Utilities concluded by indicating that the Order
should be corrected to apply the same range of GO values regardless of the location of the
generating facility.
2

2

Western Fuels Association, Inc. (Western Fuels)
WFA requested that the Commission determine that it is impractical to establish environmental
cost values for mercury and for each of the substances set forth in the chart on page 33 of the
January 3 Order. In the alternative, WFA requested that the Commission establish zero cost
values (and no other values) for each of these substances. As support for its positions, WFA
incorporated by reference its earlier filed briefs to the ALJ and the Commission, as well as those
of CEED, LEC, and North Dakota.
WFA also argued that the Order's failure to establish a $0 value as the low end of the range for
all substances may not be consistent with the discussion and vote on one ofthe motions at the
September 19, 1996 meeting. According to the WFA, the discussion clearly established the
Commission's desire to have discretion in resource selection proceedings not to apply values at
all. WFA indicated that, because of the way the statute is written, the only way to assure the
Commission has that discretion is to establish $0 values.
Other points made by WFA in its filing include the following:
•

It is impractical to establish an environmental cost value for carbon dioxide because the
scientific evidence in the record does not demonstrate that the compound is contributing
to environmental harm worldwide or in Minnesota.

•

It is impractical to establish an environmental cost value for carbon dioxide because of
problems with the testimony supporting such a value. MPCA witness Ciborowski's
testimony cannot be relied upon for a variety of reasons; Environmental Coalition witness
Bemow's methodology has no relationship to environmental cost and relies on a policy
decision that must be made by the Legislature rather than the Commission; DPS witness
Davis used a methodology not rationally related to the actual risk of future regulation and
was not qualified to offer opinion on such a risk; and the Order adopted a leadership role
for the Commission in addressing global warming despite the fact that parties were

^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ ^ ^

evented from submi^mgevidence^^mg an
unsound public policy.
^

hisimpracticalto establish an environmental cost value for the criteria
because the record docs not demonstrate tbat emissions of sucb substances arc causing
injury to bealtb or property wberc ambient air concentrations arc in compliance witb EPA
standards.

^

ft is impractical to establish an environmental cost value for mercury because tbe record
docs not establish that emissions ofmercury from power plants arc linked to injury to
persons or wildlife. The Commission is without authority to consider mercury emissions
onaqualitative basis as set forth in the Order

^

The Ordcrmisintcrprcts the word ^practicable^ by failing to defrne the tcrmm
howthe values will bcuscd in subsequent proceedings

^

The Order improperly determined that constitutional challenges to the statute ^asap
arc not ^ripc" for consideration ofaconstitutional challenge. TheOrder violates the
Commerce Clause ofthe Constitution, due process, and comity The Order improperly
failed to considerthe constitutionals
the practicable establishment ofvalues under the statute.

^

The Order improperly failed to consider howthe values wouldbc used in determining
whethcrto establish values Spccifically,thc Order failed to consider socioeconomic
consequences of adoption of values, the so called ^piecemeal effects of establishing
values, and the effect ofutility industry restructuring.

^

The Order violates the statutory command ofestablishing ^costs for each method of
generations By doing so, the Order improperly singled out fbssil-fuclcd generation as
being subject to the statute As adopted, the values cannot achieve thcirpurposc of
comparing the full cost(social and cconomic)of all resource options.

^

The Order improperly considered damage impacts of carbon dioxide emissions occurring
outside ofMinnesota. Emissionsfrom^urisdictionalfacilities arc not causing harm in
Minnesota. The Commission is barred from considering damages outside Minnesota.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

MinncsotaPowcr asked the Commission to rccon^idcrthosc aspects ofits Order which set
environmental cost ranges that do not include zero, assign environmental cost values to carbon
dioxide, and require utilities to consider mercury ona"qualitativc" basis. MP also requested that
the Commissionincludc inthc Ordcrastatcmcnt that the values rcflcctarcasonablc
approximation ofrclativc costs and not the actual impacts ofthe specified emissions on human
health.
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In support of its petition, MP made the following arguments:
•

The Commission intended in its deliberations to include zero in the environmental cost
ranges, due to the many unresolved questions of the science upon which the record is
based. Because of concerns of overvaluing the environmental costs, the Commission
wanted the flexibility to say that a value of zero was appropriate. As such, the Order does
not reflect the Commission's intent. Concern that the Commission cannot adopt an
analysis using zero environmental costs (unless zero is explicitly within the adopted
ranges) was raised in a docket to evaluate biomass bids.

•

The evidence shows that the alleged damages associated with greenhouse gases such as
carbon dioxide are simply too speculative to be quantified as environmental cost values.
Testimony on the "global warming" effects of greenhouse gases has been refuted by
many knowledgeable scientists. Beyond the problem of determining the credibility of the
various witnesses is the problem of quantifying environmental costs in a manner
consistent with damage cost methodology. The evidence offered by MPCA witness
Ciborowski fails to satisfy the criteria for a damage value analysis and should not be
relied upon to establish an environmental cost range for carbon dioxide.

•

The Commission's Order requiring that utilities explain how mercury emissions were
considered in the evaluation of resource options goes beyond the authority granted by the
Legislature. The Legislature charged the Commission with a very specific task—to
establish, to the extent practicable, a range of environmental costs for each method of
electricity generation. The action of requiring the "qualitative" assessment of mercury
emissions may be considered an unlawful exercise and therefore should be removed from
the Order. The Commission does not have the expertise nor the authority to determine
the impact or effect of the explanation of mercury emissions to be provided by the
utilities.

•

The Order should clearly state that the adopted environmental cost values are not
intended as indicators of an economic measure of emission impacts on human health or
the environment. The Commission has neither the authority nor the expertise to define
means to protect or value impacts on human health. The Order should be clear that the
environmental cost values do not purport to assign an economic value to emissions; they
are merely a planning tool for consideration in utility resource selection proceedings.

Lignite Energy Council (LEC)
The LEC indicated that it prepared a protective petition for rehearing so it can raise all pertinent
issues in the event ofan appeal by any party. The LEC listed the following points for rehearing:
•

The Commission failed to investigate, develop, and propose a comprehensive scheme of
values, as required by Minn. Stat. §216B.2422, subd. 3. The Commission unlawfully

^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^

delegated that responsibihty to the partis leavm^
parties to propose ornot propose valued
^

The Cornmission inappropriately adopted environmental eostva^^
emissions affecting less than half of the methods of eleetrie generation. Other
acknowledged environmental effects were ignored, to the benefit of other methods of
generation snch as wind, nnclear, and hydropower.

^

The objective ofthe externalities statute cannot possibly he met when so few
environmental impacts have been considered. The adopted values are biased, arbitrary,
and capricious and therefore unlawful. The Oommission failed to give due consideration
to the testimony ofwitnesses such as Sansom and Seigel.

^

The Oommission should not have adopted values before making an overall determination
as to practicability. Record evidence showed that quantification ofreliable and nonspeculative values that would fulfill the requirements ofthe externality statute is not
reasonably practicable.

^

The Oommission wrongfully upheld the AL^s decision to exclude certain evidence on the
overall issue ofthe impracticability,arbitrariness, andcapriciousnessof the values. The
Oommission wrongfully refused to consider certain evidence and arguments related to the
state, federal, and constitutional law constraints on the Oommission's^urisdich^
relevant to the practicability issues.

^

The excluded evidence was relevant to the practicability ofadopting environmental cost
values for carbon dioxide Contrary to the Oommission's statement, there is nothing in
the externality statute thatrequires values for 0 0 ^ ^ ^ . The record demonstrated that
there was no proofofspecific net environmental costs to Minnesota from 0 0 .
2

^

The excluded evidence was also relevant toanumber of the policy issues considered by
the Oommission, including the "leadership" rationale offered by the ALJ fb^
the "risk ofregulation" approach to valuation, and the perceived need to protect future
generations from 0 0 damages.
2

^

The Oommission also erred in its pre hearing ruling to limit the scope of the evidence.
This ruling prohibited the parties from introducing evidence on the economic
consequences resulting from the adoption ofextemality values generally and 0 0 values
inparticular.
2

D

The aforementioned exclusion of evidence was not onlyaprocedural error; it also
violated the due process rights ofthe LLC.

^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

^

The Commission e ^ d m p ^ m g a v a l u e on
when
demonstrated the impraetieahihty of doing so. In addition, there was not snftieient
evidence in the record to support the Commission's adopted CC^vaines

^

The professional economists who addressed the issue ofadamage cost caicniation for
CC (e.g.,Dr. Harrison, Dr. Desvousges, and Dr. Sansom)testified either that it was not
practicable given the insufficiency of available data or that the damage cost approach
would not show any damage. Mr. Ciborowski, the only witness who attempted sucha
calculation, had no advanced degree in economics and no experience making damage
calculations ofthis complexity. The Commission erred in not striking the calculations of
Mr. Ciborowski on the grounds that the record failed to demonstrate his qualifications to
render the opinions he gave regarding endamages.
2

^

Mr. Ciborowski's damge calculation for CC was not peer reviewed. There was no proof
thatasimilar calculation had ever before been attempted, much less relied upon for
resource planning by public utility commissions. There were substantial questions about
whether his calculations could be reproduced hy professional economists. His damage
calculation lacked sufficient indicia ofreliability to be given any weight.

^

The Commission erred in relying uponadamage calculation for CC that was not based
on Minnesota-specific damages The Commission is limited under Minn. Stat. ch 216B
to consideration ofonly damages in Minnesota Consideration ofdamages outside
Minnesota violates the Commerce Clause, especially if applied to outofstate emissions.
Also, evidence showed the regional nature of any damages from CC

2

2

2

^

The discount rates relied on by the Commission for calculating endamages are too low.
Theratesshouldbeatleast^andpossihlyashighas8-1^

^

The Conunission erred in failing to considerthe constitutional arguments raised by N o ^
Dakota and the LEC. Theseincludetheunconstitutionalityunderthe Commerce Clause
and the Supremacy Clause, the due process denials because ofthe exclusion ofevidence,
the preemption ofthe use ofMinnesota of externality values by the 1992 Energy Policy
Act and/or federal environmental legislation, the preemption of state authority over
wholesale power sales and retail sales in interstate commerce by the Federal Power Act,
and the premption ofapplying values to wholesale transactions with "Qualified
Facilities."

^

The Commission erred in upholding the ALTs exclusion ofevidence relevant to LEC's
constitutional and federal law challenges, as previously listed.

^

The Commission erroneously concluded thatthe federal law and constitutional issues are
not "ripe" for consideration.Not only are the issues ripe on their ownmerits, the issu^
are also relevantto the practicability issues and the arbitrary and capricious issues The
issues also constitute rebuttal toanumber ofpolicy issues considered. TheCommission

^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

cannot possibly develop values that will be useful andthe
tbe statute without considering bow the values will be used. Further the Commission
only used the "two stage" process as an excuse to avoid certain issues; "use" issues were
considered either explicitly or implicitlyanumberoftimes. The Commission's
inconsistent application resulted in an arbitrary and capricious decision and denial of due
process rights.
^

The Commission erred in its conclusions regarding burden of proof The ultimate burden
ofproofon all issues is on the Commission. The Commission erroneously concluded
that the burden somehow shifrs to parties opposed to the values to counter withagreater
weight ofthe evidence any evidence offered by proponents

^

The Commission erred in deciding to apply the externality values to out-of-state
generation The application ofall values should stop at the Minnesota border because of
the limits ofthe Commission's authority in respect ofthe^urisdiction and authority of
other states asamatter of comity Further, the impact ofemissions on Minnesota
diminishes rapidly with distance, and the model used to support the criteria pollutant
values was only valid for distances up to 30 miles.

^

The record failed to demonstrate by the weight of the evidence any non internalized
impacts from criteria pollutant emissions The EFAestablished the NAAQS with an
adequate margin of safety ffthe determination is made at any pointthat the current
NAAQS are not sufficient, the NAAQS will be revised and all impacts will be
internalized.

^

f^ the alternative, the Commission should establish zero as the low value in each ofthe
ranges because ofthe uncertainty ofthe evidence and other factors. There is concern that
the zero value option is illusory underthe current Crder because of the way the statute is
written.

D

The Commission erred in deciding thatamethodology other than the damagecost
approach may be appropriate for valuing externalities.

^

Tothe extent that certain public hearing evidence and certain evidence outside therecord
as previously objected to by the LEC in prior filings was given substantive consideration,
the LEC continues its specific objections. Any consideration of such evidence by the
Commission violated the LEC's due process rights.

^

The LEC continues to object to all evidence previously subject to objection by the LEC in
written motions and hriefs and orally at the hearing, ft was error for the Commission to
have relied on any such evidence.

D

The LEC objects to the use of^OOmilelimitforapplying externalities However,^
LEC supports the 200mile limit ifthe arguments that the line should he drawn at the

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 7

border or some closer distance than 200 miles are ^ected. The LEC believes that
drawing the line may consider practicability gronnds^which includes administrative
convenience.
T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c ^ ^ c ^
TheDepartmentaskedtheConm^issionto clarify its Order to Inclndeareferenceo^
appropriate escalation factor for the approved environmental cost values. The Department
indicated that the Commission did not address the issue of escalation factors for the approved
values, which were stated in 1995 dollars. The Department pointed out that the ALJ had
indicated the Commission could direct utilities to escalate the values to the year to which they
are applied using whatever appropriate inflation values the Commission chooses. The
Department suggested that the Commission simply direct the utilities to use an appropriated
reasonable escalation factor in proceedings befbre the Commission According to the
Department, the Commission could then makeacasebycase determination as to the
reasonableness ofthe escalation factor employed by each utility.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

CLLDaskedreconsiderationoftheCommission'sdecisionstoexcludeazero value in the range
of adopted values, to include the consideration ofaqualitative cost value for mercury in future
resource selection proceedings, to exclude evidence concerning the socioeconomic impact of
environmental cost values, to adopt environmental cost values for the criteria pollutants, a^
otherwise act contrary to the arguments raised by CLED.
CEED arguedthatthe Order is contrary to the deliberations and vote that occurred on September
19,1996 insof^ as the Order does not include the zero value within the range of cost values for
each pollutant CEED added that, to the extent that it changed its vote on the "zero value" issue,
the Commission violated the Minnesota Open Meeting Law.
CEED stated that the Commission acted beyond its authority in establishinga"qualitat^
environmental cost value for mercury. According to CEED, there is no authority In the statute
for the Commission to either require utilities to explain in resource selection filings h^
emissions were considered or to examine mercury's impact onaqualitative basis. Rather, the
authority is limited to determining whether the quanitification ofenvironmental cost values
practicable.
CEED argued that the Commission's decision to exclude evidence on socioeconomic impacts of
the adoption ofenvironmental cost values violates due process because it could effectively
prevent CEED and other parties from being able to submit such evidence CEED indicated there
are no guarantees it would have standing to submit such evidence in the resource selection
proceedings deemed by the Commission as the proper forums to consider such evidence.

^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^

CEED claimed that the Commissions adoption of e n v ^
pollutants iaeksasnhstantiai hasis in the record ofthis proceeding According to CEED, the
NAAQS reflect the latest scientifrcl^owledge and compliance with the NAAQS internalize^
costs ofthe emissions. CEED stated that the record is inadequate to demonstrate that there are
adverse healtheffectsfbrpollutant levels at or helow the NAAQS Further, CEED indicated that
the Commission, in concluding there are adverse effects for pollutant levels at or helowthe
NAAQS, arhitrarily substituted its judgment for that of the chief environmental regul^^^
entire country Accordingly,CEED continued, adopting values fbrthe criteria pollutants is
unnecessary,arhitrary,and capricious.
Einally,CEED incorporatedby reference all ofits arguments made throughout the proceeding.
Inparticular, CEED stressed that the Commission erredin: (l)f^iling to quantify values for each
method of generation, contrary to the express language ofthe statute,^finding t h a t t h e ^
contains sufficientevidenceto support an environmental cost value for carbon dioxide, and^)
meeting the parties'constitutional a ^
authority, violation ofdue process, and creation of an excessive burden in relation to local
benefits).
^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

The RUDCACaskedfbrreconsideration of only one part ofthe January^Crder^^
to apply no value to carbon dioxide for emissions originating more than 200 miles from the
Minnesota state line. According to the RUD-CAC, this decision is contrary to law and sound
public policy and unsupported by the record ofthis case.
The RUDCACargued that it was contradictory fbrthe Conm^ission to acl^owledget^^
nature ofCC emissions butto apply the environmental cost values only to selected emissions.
According to the RUDCAC, it flies in the face ofthe record evidence to assume that emissions
cause no damage ifthey originate more than 200 miles from Minnesota. TheRUDCAC
indicated that it l^owsofno way that applying environmental cost values to distant CC
emissions would cause complications in the evaluation and selection ofresource options and that
no party suggested such complications.
2

2

The RUDCACurged the Commission, in its resource evaluation and selection proceedings,^
apply the chosen environmental cost values to carbon dioxide emissions regardless of where they
occur.

^

^

^

^

^

B

^

^

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

TheDep^me^mdic^d^
bri^dtotheALJ and argued to^Commission According^ the Department reeonunended
that North Dakota^ petition for rehearing he rejected in its e n ^
^ ^ ^ A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
LEC andNorth Dakota indicated that they o
They stated
thattheyhothhave argued thatthe hne for imposing externahty values should he dra
Minnesota's borders However, ifthat is not done, they argued, adoption ofthe 200-mile limit
would he preferable to the MPCA proposal.
LEC and North Dakota indicated there is no basis for the argument that the Commission acted
outside ofthe record in refraining from applying CC externality values beyond 200 miles fr^
Minnesota's borders. They indicated that the record clearly discloses that:
2

^

There was substantial oral and written discussion and argument about the 200 mile limit,
in particular, and about the application of externality values to out of^state and remote
generation, in general.

^

The Commission voted on the 200 mile limit in open session Eoth the motion and the
briefing papers failed to distinguish between particular emission types. lnadddition,in
the hearing preceding deliberations, there wasaparticular discussion between the
Attorney General fbrthe State ofNorth Dakota and the Commission about whether the
200 mile limit to be voted on would include CC
2

LEC and North Dakota also indicated that the decision to apply the same distance limit to all of
the externality values to promote uniformity in their application and ease of administration
not arbitrary and capricious. They argued that the rationale falls squarely within the concept of
"practicability"
Tinally,LEC and North Dakota indicated thatanumber of parties argued and presented evidence
with respect to the impracticability ofadopting CC values fbrremote generation
2

LEC andNorthDakotasummarizedbystatingthattheCommissioncould quite appropriately
drawthe ultimate conclusion that to adopt only CC values for remote generation would in fact
overly complicate an already complex process.
2

^

^

^

g

^

^

^

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

The Envfro^en^Coa^ion i n d i t e d hssu^^
anditsopposibontothepe^^
Coopemtive^NSP,and Minnesota Power.
AeeordingtotheEnvironmentai Coalition, there is nothing in the r e c o r d s
eonrse ofthe Commission's dehherations that snpportsa200miieexe^
The rest ofthe Crder, the Environmental Coahtionargned,aetnahysnppo^^
dioxide differs from the other emission types heeanse ofits glohal impact The Environmental
Coalition stated that the Conm^ission should strike footnote six from its Crder
The Environmental Coalition also stated thatthe motions for reconsideration and rehe^
the utility and coal interests reprisealitany of arguments repeatedly and conclusively re^ect^^
theCommission. According to the Environmental Coalition, there is no hasis for deviating from
the well reasoned analysis which led the Conm^ission to reject these parties'arguments o^
previous occasions.
Einally,theEnvironmental Coalition indicated that it is unnecessary forthe C o m m i s s i
"clarify its language and state that zero externality values must he used in all resource
evaluations where externalities are used." According to the Environmental Coalition, the
suggested language is tantamount to modifying the minimum values in the ranges, is not
supported hythe record, and therefore should he denied.
^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

The Department indicated that its proposed values fbrthe criteria pollutants were hased on
Minnesota specific damages, which decreased to zero at approximately 200 miles from the
Minnesota horder fn contrast, the Department stated, the damages from CC emissions, whether
estimated onaglohalorregional hasis, do not vary with the location ofthe emission source The
Department concluded that the record supporting the 200-mile limit for environmental cost
values fbr criteria pollutants does not supporta200-mile limit for application ofthe CC^
environmental cost value. The Department added that it was unaware of any record evidence
supportinga200-mile limit on the applicability of the CC values.
2

2

^ ^ ^ t
The MPCA urged the Conm^ission to re^ectthepetitionsofN5P,LEC, CEED,
MinnesotaPower, Dairyland, the Cooperatives,WesternPuels, and North Dakota (The lone
exception indicated hythe MPCA was Ctter Tail's last pointnoting the applicability of^^
mile limit to CC emissions was arbitrary and capricious )
2

Accordingto the MPCA, the arguments made hy those petitioners have heen considered and
rejected hythe Commission. According to the MPCA, the petitions provide no reason why the

^

^

^

^

B

^

^

^

^

Commission should devote additional time and reso^^^
considering those arguments.
^
^

^

^
^

B
^

^
^

^
^

^

^

^

^

^

The Department indicated its heliefthat none ofthe listed parties raised an argument w a r r ^
reconsideration ofthe Commission's Order in this matter.
The Department indicated that Western Fuels'petition is simplyastatement of disagreement with
the Commission's Order and that the petition raises no new argument that was not thoroughly
considered hythe Commission.
The Department indicated that CEED's petition similarly relies on arguments that were
thoroughly hriefed to the Commission. The Department indicated that the Commission
expressly voted to adopt the ALTs reconm^ended values for each pollutant, updated to 1995
dollars. TheDepartmentrecollectedthattheCommissionintendedto require scenarios using
hoth direct costs and the low and high ends ofthe ranges fbrthe approved environmental cost
values,adecision fully supported hythe record ofthe case. Accordingly,the Department
recommended that the Commission deny CEED's petition for reconsideration.
TheDepartmentindicatedthattheCooperative's argument on criteria pollutants disregards^
evidence in the record According to the Department, the Cooperatives'explanationofEFA
goals underthe Clean Air Act neither addresses nor refutes the Commission's finding that the
TLR Study dependably identified damages in Minnesota from the emission ofcriteria pollute
Accordingly,theDepartmentrecommendedthattheCommissiondenythe Cooperatives'petition
in its entirety.
According to the Department, Dairyland's petition alleged that''as applied''constitutional
arguments should he considered hy the Conm^ission hecause the Order requires utilities to use
the adoptedenvironmentalcostvaluesinresourceplans,includingautility's internal resource
selection proceedings However, the Department argued that Dairyland's petition should he
denied in itsentirety hecause neithertheOrdernorthe statute requires utilities to use the a
values in purely internal resource planning processes.
The Department indicated that all ofthe issues in the LLC petition were thoroughly hriefed and
argued before the Commission. The Department recommended that the petition be denied in its
entirety.
The Department reiterated its position that the Conm^ission has the discretion in rescue
selectionproceedingstodetermineonacasebycasebasisthe appropriate level ofenvironmental
costs to be used in resource comparisons, using evidence including''other external factors.'' The
Department stated that the arguments ofNSF and Minnesota Fowerthat the lower level ofthe
ranges must he set at zero do not negate the Commission's discretion under Minn. Stat.

^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^

§216^2422. According^ the Department recoimnended that the
Minnesota Power he deniedintheir entirety.
The Department indicated that it had already addressed OtterTaii's NAAQS argnm
response to the Cooperative's petition. The Department indicated that CtterTail failed to
demonstrate its additional argument, that the Conm^ission applied the wrong hnrden of proof i ^
this case. Accordingly,the Department recommended that the Commission deny Ctter Tail's
petition in its entirety
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Minnesota Power pointed out that several parties, including the RUD-CAC, the MPCA, ^
Natural CasUtilities,hadeachaskedtheCommissionto apply the environmental cost v a l u e d
CC^heyond the 200-mile limit estahlished in the Crder. Minnesota Power urged the
Commission to reject that request for the reasons given hy LEC and North Dakota.
A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
According to North Dakota, the petition of the Natural Cas Utilities did not r a i s e d
arguments not previously addressed hythe Commission Accordingly,North Dakota asked the
Commission to deny the petition fbrthe reasons stated in its prior^ointresponse(withLEC^
North Dakota indicated that the record supports applying different values to CC based on the
location ofthe generation source North Dakota indicated that it sponsored, or cosponsored,
numerous witnesses who discussed the scientific, economic, and policy aspects of regulating
carbon dioxide emissions. North Dakota added that, after reviewing all the evidence, the ALJ
and the Commission concluded that the primary rationale fb^adopting an environmentalcost^
CC was to show leadership on this complex issue. North Dakota indicated that,while it has
never challenged the Commission's right to experiment withCC regulation, Minnesota's poh^^
powers do not extend to persons and electric generation resources in North Dakota.
2

2

2

NorthDakota indicated that the ALJ was not clear on the applicability ofthe 200-mile limit to
carbondioxide North Dakota added that the issue was nevertheless covered in exceptions and in
oral arguments before the Commission According to North Dakota, the Commission correctly
concluded on practicability grounds that the environmental cost values for CC should not he
extended beyond the 200-mile limit used for the criteria pollutants.
2

A^
NSP asked that the Commission deny the motions for reconsideration of the RUD CAC, the
MPCA, and the Environmental Coalition on the Commission's decision to apply no carbon
dioxide values iftbe emissions originate more than 200 miles from the Minnesota border. Rather
than support an extension ofthe carbon dioxide value to all sources ofgeneration, the record
evidence supports the impracticability ofestablishing any value for carbon dioxide, NSP stated.

^

^

^

^

^

B

^

^

^

NSP^omedinthe l o w i n g requests hy other pa^iesin
rehiring:
^

hy Minnesota Power and Dairylaud(separatety)retated to the use o^
of the ranges, the impraetieahihtyofestahhshingamonetary v a l u e d
and the consideration ofa"quahtative"eost value for mereury.

^

hythe Cooperatives related to the use ofzero as the tow end ofthe ranges and the
Commission's failure to clearly frnd sulfur dioxide damages will he internals
year 2000

^

hy North Dakota related to consideration ofdamage impacts outside ofMinnesota and
violation of the Commerce Clause and other provisions of theU.S.Constitution.

^

hyWestemPuels related to the use of zero as the low end of the ranges, the
impracticahility ofestahlishing an externality value for carhon dioxide, the determinati^^
that constitutional challenges are not ripe for consideration, the refusal to allow evi^^
on socioeconomic impacts ofextemality values, the consideration of damage impacts
outside ofMinnesota, and violation ofthe Commerce Clause.

^

hy CEED related to the use ofzero as the low end ofthe ranges, the consideration ofa
"qualitative" cost value for mercury,and the determination not to consider evidence of
socioeconomic impacts ofextemality values.

^

hy LEC related to the impracticahility ofestahlishing an externality value for carhon
dioxide, the determination not to allow evidence on socioeconomic and other impacts of
externality values, the determination that constitutional challenges are not ripe for
consideration, consideration ofdamage impacts outside ofMinnesota, and violation of
the Commerce Clause and other provisions of the ^.^Constitution.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^

The RUDCACreiterated its agreement with the MPCA and the NatmalCasUb^^^
extension ofthe applicahility ofthe carhon dioxide values heyond the 200-mile limit estahlished
intheCrder. The RUD-CACadded that it has no ejection to the Department's request
regarding escalators for the values adopted in this proceeding.
The RUDCACurged rejection of the petitions ofthe other parties. According to theRUDCAC, those petitions largely restate arguments rejected hyhoth the ALJ and the Commission.
The RUD-CACstated that it would rely primarily on its earlier written documents regarding the
issues raised hy those petitions.
The RUDCACconunented specifically on one argument raised hy certain petitions th^
Commission should clari^ that it intended to adopt zero as the low end ofthe environmental cost
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ranges for every pollutant valued. The RUD-OAG indicated that the Commission's decision
adopting a non-zero range while also requiring a presentation of direct costs only is fully
supported by the record, consistent with sound public policy, and reflective of the RUD-OAG's
understanding of the deliberations. The RUD-OAG indicated that the Commission's selected
approach retains broad decision-making discretion in future resource selection proceedings while
still recognizing the support in this record for the ranges of values adopted.

Dairyland's Motion to File Reply
As indicated above, Dairyland filed a motion requesting that it be allowed to respond to some of
the claims in the Department's answer to Dairyland's petition. Dairyland's motion and reply was
submitted on February 10, 1997, and constitutes a third round of comments not regularly allowed
under Minn. Rules, part 7829.3000; subpart 5 indicates that replies are not permitted unless
specifically authorized by the Commission. Therefore, to consider Dairyland's reply to the
Department's answer, the Commission would have to authorize it.
Staff will briefly summarize Dairyland's reply, in case the Commission authorizes it to be taken
into the record of this proceeding. Dairyland essentially claimed that the Department
misunderstood the point of Dairyland's original petition. Dairyland indicated that the Order
requires utilities to use both the high and low ends of the ranges of values in their resource plans
submitted to the Commission and that a resource plan that complies with this Commission's
requirements may not meet the requirements of other regulatory agencies. According to
Dairyland, multi-state utilities may need to prepare multiple resource plans in order to comply
with the specifications of several state and federal agencies. Dairyland argued that this raises "as
applied" constitutional issues even before a resource selection proceeding is commenced.

Staff Comments
Staff believes most of the issues are completely and adequately covered in the staff briefing
papers, legal memorandum, and deliberation outlines for the September 16-19, 1996
Commission meetings. Staff will comment only on a few significant issues that seem to have
arisen as a result of the parties' understanding of deliberations and the January 3, 1997 Order.
9

CEED s Claim Regarding the Low Ends of the Ranges
The January 3, 1997 Order (at Order Paragraph 2 on page 33) accurately reflects staffs
understanding of the Commission's intent during deliberations, i.e., that regardless ofthe ranges
adopted it wanted a direct cost only analysis (as had been required under the Order Establishing
Interim Environmental Cost Values). There was a potentially confusing exchange of comments a
few minutes after the motion, but the Commission's intentions were quite clear. Further, the
interpretation given by CEED and others is not consistent with the Commission's later adoption
of the specific environmental cost ranges recommended by the ALJ (updated to 1995 values).

^

^

^

^

B

^

Nev^he^^^e^bhs^^andu^of^env^
implant issue and obviously one that can be revisi^^
^ ^ ^ c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Tbis issue was discussed to some extent in tbe petitions ofthe MPCA,
Cas Utihties, and CtterTail. Cther parties commented on the issue in their responses.
Staffbelieves that some ofthe comments do not recognize that there are two separate
geographical considerations applicable to this discussion namely,the geographical region o ^
which damages are accumulated tbrthe purposes ofsetting environmental cost values and the
geographical region in which those values are applied once they are determined. While it is
possible that those two regions could be determined to be the same, they would not have to he
and were not in the Commission's Crderf^r carhon dioxide(or for the criteria pollutants either^^
Staffbelieves the footnote quoted by the MPCA from the ALTs Report refers t o t h e n
consideration—the geographic area used in the methodology for determining environmental cost
values. As supp^ for that viewpoint, staffpoints to the ALTs reference in that footnote to the
CC findings and discussion. The findings and discussion refer to the MPCA's methodology in
determining the environmental damages. Cne possible interpretation ofthe ALTs intent, and the
one that was rejected in the briefing papers, is that the ALJ intended to apply the Department's
suggested 200-mile limit to CC .
2

2

While stafffrnds nothing in the Report ofthe ALJ to indicate that his intent was different t^^
that rejected in the January^Crder, staff agrees that the Department's argument fbrthe use o
the 200-mile limit focused on the criteria pollutants.
Some of the parties have responded to this issue by pointing out that there are record arguments
supportingalimitation ofthe geographical application of the adopted CC values. Dairyland
clearly indicated that it would have diffrculty in implementing resource planning analyses using
environmental cost values, at least partially because of the multi ^urisdictional nature
operations. Dairyland,NorthDakota,LLC,andWesternPuels also raised comity issues North
Dakota'sJanuary 14, 1997 petitionreiterated earlier arguments that the applicat^
beyonda200 mile limit would be of great concern to that state North Dakota has suggested that
the appropriate response to the MPCA's petition is to limit the applicability ofthe CC values to
emissions within the State ofMinnesota.
2

2

While it was staffs intent in drafting the decision options that the 200-mile limit would apply to
carbon dioxide, the decision questioned by the MPCA is an important one that certainly can be
revisited by the Commission.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

Staffbeheves that the Con^ission^intent clears
S0 onty until year 2000. The Commission essentially aeeepted the position of t^^
issue. (See pages 1920 ofthe January 3,Order)
2

However, the Commission eouldlnits next Order plaeeaseeond line in the environmentalcost
tahle for S0 values starting in2000
2

^ c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
The Department indicated in its petition thatthe Commission could a l l o w t h e f r l i n g u ^
resource selectionproceedingtochooseaparticularescalationrate and that the selected rate
could hecome an issue in that proceeding.
Staffhelieves that it was the Commission'sintent to establish 1995 values and to have utilities
use those values in their filings until the Commission changed those values inasuhsequent
proceeding. As staffunderstands the current situation, the record lacks evidentiary support for
any particular escalation rate. Staff understood that to he one reason why the Commission felt it
would he inappropriate to order the use ofaspecific type of escalation factor. In addition, there
is an argument that the ranges will get out of date anyway,as more information is gathered for
pollutants valued or not valued and as the EPAchanges the NAAQS.
The Commission could reconsiderwhether it wants to apply an escalation factor to the adopted
1995 values, andthe Department'sproposal is one possible approach.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Some ofthe parties argued thatthe Commission has no authority in this proceeding to do
anything otherthan quantify and establish environmental cost values. Asaconsequence,they
argued that the Commission cannot orderthe utilities to usea^qualitative" cost v a l u e d
mercury.
StafTsunderstanding is that the Commission adopted the ATTssuggestion that the u t i l ^ ^
required to describe in their resource selection filings how they considered mercury. That
requirement would not seem to be onerous, because it does not prescribe any particular
treatment While it probably is the case that parties in resource selection treatments will c r i t ^
treatments that they do not like, parties can already raise questions about mercury in such
proceedings. Because ofthe extensive record in this proceeding reflecting possible, although
difficult to quantify,damage to the environment from mercury,the requirement does not seem
outofline Further, staffpointsoutthatthe Commission has environmental responsibilities
underthe Mirmesota Environmental Policy Act, and the Conm^ission has previously recogm
those responsibilities by including requirements in the current resource planning rule^
certificate of need rules.
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The Commission could reconsider its earlier decisions with respect to mercury, i f i t chooses to
do so.

Decision Alternatives
Essentially, any and all issues in the staff briefing papers, legal memorandum, and deliberation
outlines for the September 16-19, 1996 meetings may be reconsidered by the Commission.
However, the following issues will be specifically listed because they relate to areas where one
or more parties said the Order was inconsistent with their understanding ofthe oral motions
and/or statutory intent. The chosen issues and decision options are listed for the aid ofthe
Commission in its reconsideration process; they are not intended as a comprehensive list of
important issues in this proceeding. In some cases, there may be other issues and decision
options that the Commission wants to consider.

Dairyland's February 10 Motion
Perhaps the first issue the Commission should take up is whether to consider the late-filed
information submitted by Dairyland on February 10, 1997. Staff points out that Dairyland's
February 10 filing is essentially a clarification of some statements in its earlier filing; Dairyland
probably could include such a clarification in its oral argument. In response to Dairyland's
motion, the Commission could:
1. Accept Dairyland's motion and consider the information contained in the reply accompanying
the motion;
2. Deny Dairyland's motion but indicate that the issue essentially is moot because Dairyland's
argument therein is very similar to arguments that already are part of the record ofthis
proceeding; or
3. Deny the motion and refuse to consider the information contained in the reply accompanying
the motion.
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CEED's Claim Regarding the Low Ends ofthe Ranges
CEED claimed that the Order is not consistent with the motion during deliberations regarding a
planning scenario using direct costs only. According to CEED, the Commission intended that
each ofthe environmental cost ranges should begin with zero. In response to CEED's
comments, the Commission could:
1. Affirm the language and decision expressed in the Order, i.e., that utilities should include in
their resource selection filings three different scenarios, a scenario considering direct costs only
(equivalent, of course, to assuming zero environmental costs), a scenario using the non-zero
mimimum values in the adopted ranges, and a scenario using the maximum values in the adopted
ranges;
2. Decide that each of the ranges should begin at zero, for reasons provided by some ofthe
parties; or
3. Make some other decision justified by the record.

Applicability ofthe 200-Mile Limit to the C0 Environmental Cost Values
2

Several ofthe parties argued that the Order erroneously limits the applicability ofthe
environmental cost values for carbon dioxide to the geographical area within 200 miles of
Minnesota's borders. Those parties argue that the chosen values should be applied regardless of
the location ofthe generating facility. Other parties indicated that carbon dioxide should not be
valued at all or that the application should only be to facilities within Minnesota. In response to
this issue, the Commission could:
1. Uphold its earlier decision to apply the chosen environmental cost values for carbon dioxide
only to generating facilities within 200 miles ofthe Minnesota border;
2. Decide that the chosen environmental cost values for carbon dioxide should be applied
without regard to geographical location;
3. Decide that the chosen environmental cost values for carbon dioxide should be applied only to
generating facilities located within Minnesota; or
4. Remove carbon dioxide from the list of emissions to be valued.
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Clarification Regarding S0 Environmental Cost Values
2

The Cooperatives argued that the Order is not sufficiently clear that the adopted environmental
cost values for S0 are applicable only to year 2000, after which the values will be.zero for all
geographical locations. In response to this issue, the Commission could:
2

1. Reaffirm its intent that the adopted environmental cost values for S0 will revert to zero in
year 2000 and direct staff to include a separate line in the environmental cost table to reflect that
conclusion; or
2

2. Make some other decision justified by the record.

Escalation of the 1995 Dollar Values
The Commission chose the environmental cost ranges recommended by the ALJ and updated
them to 1995 dollars using a procedure suggested by the Department. In its post-decision
petition, the Department argued that the 1995 values should be escalated over time. In response
to this issue, the Commission could:
1. Decide to retain the 1995 dollar values until the environmental cost values are revisited and
updated in a subsequent proceeding;
2. Designate a particular inflation index for use by the utilities in updating the values in their
resource selection filings; or
3. Decide that the utilities should select and use an inflation index in their resource selection
filings, thereby making the index an issue in the resource selection proceeding.

Whether the Commission's Treatment of Mercury Is Appropriate
Some ofthe parties argued that the Commission's decision to require the utilities to describe in
their resource selections how they considered mercury is beyond the Commission's authority or
otherwise inappropriate. In response to this issue, the Commission could:
1. Uphold its earlier decision on the issue;
2. Remove the requirement; or
3. Make some other decision justified by the record.
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There w ^ a t ^ ^ t w o o ^ r m ^ a n c e s o f ^ g u a g e changes
pos^deeisionfrhngs In response tc these snggesticns^he Commission ecnld:
L Adopt the rationale proposed hythe Cooperatives on page^of their January 22, 1997
for Rehearing and Reconsideration- that the Commission should clearly state that it has se^^
its environmental costvalues for use in future resource planning inamanner consistent wit^
commonly accepted economic principles, that economic internalization ofan environmental cost
is not the same as the elimination ofenvironmental damages, and that economic theory holds it is
douhlecounting to place an environmental cost adder on top ofacost that has already heen
internalized;
2. Adopt the rationale proposed hy Minnesota Power on pages 5-6 ofits January23,1997
Request for Reconsideration that the Commission should clearly state that the adop^
environmental cost values are not intended as indicators of an economic measure of emission
impacts on human health orthe environment, that the Commission has neitherthe authority nor
the expertise to define means to protect or value impacts on human health, and that the
environmental cost values are merelyaplanningtoolforutility resource selection pro^
and do not purport to assign an economic value to emissions;
3. Adopt hoth ofthe rationales indicated inland2ahove; or
4 D^line to adopt either of the rationales indicated inland2ahove on the hasis that to do so
would he inappropriate and/or unnecessary.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

fn response to the other issues raised in the requests/petitionsfbrreconsideration/rehea
Commission could:
1 Change or clarify one or more ofits decisions as expressed in its January 3,1997 Crder;
2 Decline to change or clarify any ofthe otherrelevant issues raised hythe parties on t^^
that the issues were adequately and appropriately considered in the January 3,1997 Crder
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